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Carbon 101
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What is a carbon
footprint?
The amount of greenhouse
gases emitted into the
atmosphere and is measured
in tons of emissions/year.

What is a carbon credit?
A general term for any tradable certificate representing the
removal or avoided emission of one ton of CO2 or CO2- equivalent
from the atmosphere.

Whether the carbon credit represents an avoided/reduced
emission or actual removal from the atmosphere depends on
the type of marketplace.
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Types of carbon markets?
Regulatory compliance
• By law must account for their GHG emissions

• These markets can include avoided or reduced emissions representing
emissions falling below a regulatory limit
Voluntary markets
• Businesses, organizations or individuals offset their own GHG emissions on
a voluntary basis for environmental and ethical reasons
• These markets often trade emissions actually removed from the
atmosphere, as in the case of soil carbon sequestration
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How does agriculture fit into the equation?
Carbon Sequestration
The amount of soil organic
carbon in your soil.

Organic matter contributes significantly to soil
function by improvement of soil quality and
soil structure, while also reducing erosion.

The process of photosynthesis
removing CO2 from the
atmosphere and storing it in plant
biomass or soil organic matter.

CO2 that is sequestered in plants or
the soil is not trapping heat in the
atmosphere as a greenhouse gas.
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Farming Carbon

Bushels of grain

Tons of Carbon
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Definition of important terms
▪ Additionality: Proof that emissions improvement would not have otherwise occurred
without investment/intervention
▪ Permanence/Durability: Reversible GHG reductions and removals be effectively
“permanent” in order to serve as valid assets
▪ Baseline – the years required to establish a standard practice to measure a practice change
against
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TruCarbon™ Program
Unlocking the soil carbon supply by putting farmers and
retailers at the center
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Building carbon markets
from the soil up.
Our TruCarbon™ program is the ONLY
FARMER-CENTRIC, AG RETAILER-DRIVEN
CARBON PROGRAM. We are unlocking the
soil carbon supply with farmers and ag
retailers at the center and are the
TRUSTED CONNECTION AT ALL STAGES
OF THE VALUE CHAIN, from farmers and
ag retailers to consumer good companies.
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TruCarbon™ Program first offer (February 2021)
Earn $20/ton
upfront

For historical
practices

One-time, upfront payment
with farmer paid in full summer
2021

Vintage carbon credit – pays for
carbon removed by practices
up to five years back

Purchase is for credit only –
farmer retains rights to all
future credits

Payment based on carbon
tonnage, not acreage and not
practices

1,245 farmers
interested in TruCarbon

2.5 MM dollars
returned to farmers

With no
administrative fees
Aligning with retailers to deliver
as much value as possible to
farmers

Over 100,000 metric
tons of carbon removed
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Evaluating options in the carbon market
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Questions to ask before enrolling
What QUALIFIES?
What are you CONTRACTING for?
What’s your ROLE?
TIME commitment?
CONTINGENCIES?
DATA ownership & use?
PAYMENT plan?
STRINGS attached?

The carbon market is designed to encourage
the reduction of current and future levels of
carbon dioxide in the atmosphere by
lowering carbon emissions and increasing
carbon removals. While the market
continues to evolve, most carbon buyers
are seeking assurances that they are
helping pay for practices that
would not have happened without an
active carbon market in place. This concept
is called additionality. If you have been
doing a particular practice for a long time,
it may or may not qualify as additional.
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Questions to ask before enrolling
What QUALIFIES?
What are you CONTRACTING for?
What’s your ROLE?
TIME commitment?
CONTINGENCIES?
DATA ownership & use?
PAYMENT plan?
STRINGS attached?

There are carbon credits, and there are
rights to future carbon credits. The same
management practices that have been
stockpiling carbon in soils for years to create
credits will continue to create more of those
in the future if those practices continue.
Assume your carbon is like any other annual
“crop” and make sure you know if you are
selling this year’s crop, contracting for crops
in a future year, or a little of both.
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Questions to ask before enrolling
What QUALIFIES?
What are you CONTRACTING for?
What’s your ROLE?
TIME commitment?
CONTINGENCIES?
DATA ownership & use?
PAYMENT plan?
STRINGS attached?

The journey from farm management
practice to bought-and-sold carbon credit
involves multiple steps including
quantifying, verifying, aggregating and
maintaining. These steps require time,
effort and resources. Be sure you know
which of these steps will be your
responsibility, and thus your cost.
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Questions to ask before enrolling
What QUALIFIES?
What are you CONTRACTING for?
What’s your ROLE?
TIME commitment?
CONTINGENCIES?
DATA ownership & use?
PAYMENT plan?
STRINGS attached?

The nature of long-term climate change
requires long-term solutions. Farmers
seeking to engage in carbon markets need
to determine what they must do, and for
how long, to participate. Many contracts
can have long tails that require
recordkeeping or practice maintenance
long after a carbon sale occurs, in order to
document permanence and durability of
the carbon reduction.
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Questions to ask before enrolling
What QUALIFIES?
What are you CONTRACTING for?
What’s your ROLE?
TIME commitment?
CONTINGENCIES?
DATA ownership & use?
PAYMENT plan?
STRINGS attached?

Farming is full of surprises and it is rare that
everything goes to plan. Despite all best
intentions, Mother Nature plays the last
card. Many carbon market players
understand there will always be
circumstances outside of a farmer’s control,
so make sure you get full details on what is
and is not your responsibility should
something go awry.
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Questions to ask before enrolling
What QUALIFIES?
What are you CONTRACTING for?
What’s your ROLE?
TIME commitment?
CONTINGENCIES?
DATA ownership & use?
PAYMENT plan?
STRINGS attached?

Carbon markets are proving once again that
there is value in farm data. Find out what
happens to your data after you share it for
carbon market purposes. Who owns it?
What else can be done with it? Is your
permission required?
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Questions to ask before enrolling
What QUALIFIES?
What are you CONTRACTING for?
What’s your ROLE?
TIME commitment?
CONTINGENCIES?
DATA ownership & use?
PAYMENT plan?
STRINGS attached?

Carbon is a long game. Sometimes the
money comes upfront. Sometimes it comes
later. Find out when you can expect
payment, and in what form, whether cash,
credits toward product purchases, or
cryptocurrency. Ask your tax professional
about the implications as well.
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Questions to ask before enrolling
What QUALIFIES?
What are you CONTRACTING for?
What’s your ROLE?
TIME commitment?
CONTINGENCIES?
DATA ownership & use?
PAYMENT plan?
STRINGS attached?

Carbon offerings can take many forms,
including both outcome-based programs
(you figure out what you’re going to do and
the results get measured) or specific
protocols (someone else tells you what to
do and the results get verified.) Know which
one you’re looking at, and factor in the
costs of any products or practices that are
required in order to participate.
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What’s next
Connect supply to buyer transactions in
2022 and beyond.
Leverage industry recognized removals
and reductions standards to create
multiple offers that balances the business
of farming and the needs of the
downstream buyer
Be a voice for the farmer to help
develop a robust voluntary
carbon marketplace

Truterra is BUILDING A
NETWORK OF TRUSTED
RELATIONSHIPS to
generate a RELIABLE
SUPPLY OF HIGHQUALITY CREDITS for
carbon and other
ecosystem benefits in
2022 and beyond
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For the farmer, our
TruCarbon™ program
provides options and
transparency opening the
door to multiple carbon
offerings that fit a wide
spectrum of farmers to
meet them where they are
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What can farmers do today
to prepare for
opportunities tomorrow?
1. It’s all about data
2. Establish a baseline and
identify areas of improvement
3. Find a Truterra™ retailer
partner to help educate,
advocate and unlock
opportunities
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Land O’Lakes, Inc and Truterra are proactively engaging with
state and federal policy makers to discuss opportunities to
support a private, voluntary carbon market.

Public-private collaboration
Leverage & improve existing programs

Science-based
Incentives
Connectivity
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Find us & learn more at
www.truterraag.com

